
Analytical:
recognizing correlations and relations of
processes, behaviour even where they initially
appear unrelated

Creative:
Free associative thinker, combining problems
in one field with solutions from another.
Always looking for alternatives and value-
added solutions

PERSONAL TRAITS

E V E L I N A  K V A R T U N A I T E
DEI & GENDER EXPERT

Focusing on the culture & behaviour change
Work towards improving systems, approach
and increase companies' overall performance
Adding value through improving teams
effectiveness, unconscious bias, conflict
management & nonviolent communication

Creating educational programmes custom-
designed for the target groups on topics of
diversity, equity and inclusion, gender
education, nonviolent communication and
conflict management

Expert & Consultant DEI & Gender
Freelance | 2011 to present 

Education Designer
Freelance/project-based | 2003 to present

CAREER SUMMARY

Leadership & Innovation | Massachusetts
Institute of Technology | 2021
Professional education involving aspects of
innovation and diversity and inclusion to boost
and impact leadership

Manufacturing Engineering & Management |
University of Southern Denmark | 2006
Agile management and engineering including
basics of robotics, lean manufacturing and
marketing.

Transport Engineering & Economics | Vilnius
Techn University | 2005
Essential technical education including liquid
mechanics, quantum physics, mathematics,
chemistry, etc moving into logistics and
transport engineering.

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

Contribute positively and make sure what
you do improves the well-being &
efficiency
Truth & transparency (it's okay not to
know everything!)
Be grateful - recognise achievements
Open Mind

VALUES

I am a professional education designer with
15 years of experience, focusing on diversity,
equity and inclusion as well as gender
education. My other focuses are conflict
management, mediation and nonviolent
communication.
I also work with media and communication.

PROFILE

Mobile: +31646054864
Email: evelina@kvartunaite.com
Web: www.kvartunaite.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/evelinakvartunaite/

HOW TO REACH ME



My path has been pretty diverse and expansive so far. However, I have always
been interested in social justice and education ever since I was really young. My
story started with being more involved with volunteering, actively building and
shaping youth policies that led me to meet his highness emperor of Japan Akihito. 
Eventually, I started working more and more internationally which I still do and
it's going to be over 15 years now. I worked training leaders and educators in
conflict areas (Palestine, Israel, North Africa, Balkans, Caucasus, Turkey, etc)
which eventually brought me to the understanding of how all aspects of non-
formal education and experiential learning come together to benefit people's
personal development and sense of belonging. And this is what I am focusing on
now - education design focused on diversity, equity and inclusion and gender
education which is also achieved through the help of creativity which I love to
enhance also through my videography, photography and digital artwork.

BACKGROUND

informal learning as part of the formal learning process
directed self-study
use of varying styles (adults tend to learn through three styles in varying degrees and combinations: visual (see it);
auditory (hear it); kinesthetic (do it). Deliver your message by utilizing each of these three learning styles.)
why before how (Since adults tend to take the approach of “What’s in it for me?” (WIIFM), you need to explain the
individual benefits upfront.)
time-sensitive (based on the brain research, to use short intervals to deliver information effectively - do something
different at 10- to 15-minute intervals, for example)
learner-centred - adults want to be treated as independent, capable people. Providing the freedom to make
mistakes, yet building in evaluation and feedback steps assuring the learning is meeting the objective(s).

Educational design methods refer to the approach I take when developing new concepts for education (can be a long
term project, a workshop or vocational training, etc). This approach may vary from case to case, many of the
established methods of educational design are similar in their fundamental nature however always custom adjusted
and fitted for the concrete target group.

My focus is not only to deliver the information in a learner-centred approach but to also stay agile, inclusive, creative
and layered (from the perspective not only of the information provided but also the outcome diversity). 

If possible I find it important to include 

THE METHODS & APPROACH


